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TRUCK HANDLING
OBLIGATORY
PRE-ANNOUNCEMENT
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A truck delivers containers for Burchardkai.

Container yard at the Tollerort terminal.

What’s new? When will the obligatory
pre-announcement be introduced?
The TR02 data interface was implemented in the mid-90s and
was updated in 2014. The main difference is that it is now
much easier for trucking companies to communicate with the
terminals, resulting in improved processes.
The new version 14 of the TR02 data interface is now available
at our Altenwerder (CTA), Burchardkai (CTB) and Tollerort (CTT)
container terminals.
In order to ensure that all the advantages of the new TR02
version can be used as effectively as possible, prior registration
will become mandatory at HHLA terminals in Hamburg from
November 2016. This means that in future, all containers will
need to be pre-announced in advance.

How does pre-announcement via TR02 work?
Truck drivers and trucking companies can exchange transport data with the terminals via the TR02 data interface.
The trucking companies submit all required transport and
container data in a status request. The terminal reviews this
information and checks whether transport is executable.
On this basis, the terminal then reports back with reliable
status information including specific handling information.

What will change with the obligatory
pre-announcement?
I Pre-announcement of transport data will be a requirement for truck handling.
I All containers must be pre-announced. Particular transport may be exempted (see www.hhla.de/en/truck-info).
I Only one pre-announcement number (PAN) can be used
per truck visit in future.

It uses the following traffic light system:
Executable: The terminal transmits a pre-announcement number (PAN) to the truck driver or the trucking company.
Waiting: Transport cannot be executed yet. You will
be notified automatically when the status changes.
Not executable: Incorrect data must be corrected by
the truck driver or the haulage company.

Yard cranes serve the CTA block storage.

Loading trucks at the block storage in Altenwerder.

No pre-announcement number (PAN) – no service
If the order is executable, the trucking company receives
a 6-digit pre-announcement number (PAN). The driver
must have this number ready when arriving at the terminal
otherwise the order cannot be processed and completed.

Three golden rules for using the TR02
1.) Drivers must keep their pre-announcement number
(PAN) handy at all times. Containers will only be handled
using this number in the future.

What are the advantages of pre-announcement?
I Early clarification of the order situation
I Container truckers receive reliable status updates on
whether transport is executable
I Status information is updated automatically
I Avoids empty runs caused by an unclear order situation
I Less input required in the manual pre-check
I Direct passage to the check gate for inbound
delivery of standard containers and for outbound
as well in the future
I Faster clearance at the terminal and in
the manual pre-check
I Better parking situation at the HHLA container terminal

2.) Trucking companies must book all truck movements
(delivering and/or receiving containers). This is the only
way to optimise processes together with the terminal.
3.) Keep your pre-announcement data up to date, and add
missing information as soon as it becomes available. You
will receive the correct feedback and benefit from faster
processing at the terminal only if your data is correct.
You will find more information on truck handling and transport pre-announcement on our website at:
www.hhla.de/en/truck-info

The boxes are transferred to straddle carriers at Tollerort.
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How can I pre-announce?
There are different ways to communicate using the TR02
data interface. You can communicate directly via the
electronic data interface (EDI). TR02 solutions are also
available from various software providers. You will find the
web application and further information about connection
options online at the following address:
www.truckgate.de
You will also find an app for mobile devices at:
https://app.truckgate.de
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